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The ITU and the World Summit on the Information Society 
 
The World Summit on the Information Society represents a unique opportunity to broaden the 
understanding on the importance of Information and Communications Technologies (ICTs) as 
a fundamental tool for reducing poverty and for spurring sustainable development. Canada 
therefore supports a WSIS agenda and outcomes that focus on development goals, particularly 
those set out in the UN Millennium Declaration. 
 
In Canada’s view, the WSIS should develop a focussed Action-Plan that builds on the work of 
existing international, regional, and national development initiatives and that will, in turn, 
stimulate the launch of concrete and realistic global and regional initiatives aimed at bridging 
the digital divide; initiatives that are knowledge-based, inclusive, demand-driven, focussed on 
geographical communities and communities of interest, and enabled by partnerships among all 
sectors of society.  The key is to transform a political vision and commitment into real benefits 
for people and communities.  In this regard, the Summit should carefully take into 
consideration the outcome of the various Regional Preparatory Conferences with a view to 
ensuring that WSIS addresses the specific concerns, needs, and priorities of each Region as 
well as recognizes their unique contribution.  A global vision that encourages regional 
implementation and local action, based on partnership among all stakeholders, should be 
encouraged.  
 
The ITU, along with other members of the UN family, is ideally positioned to further  
international consensus on the key role of cooperation and partnership in putting ICTs in the 
service of development.  The endorsement, in December 2001, by the UN General Assembly 
of a WSIS, under the leadership of the ITU, is a clear commitment to that goal. In particular, 
the ITU brings its technical expertise in the development of telecommunications to the table. It 
also brings many years of experience in addressing the telecommunication needs of 
developing countries.  These are the ITU’s core competencies.  Through its own network of 
regional offices, the ITU understands and acts upon the specific needs and realities of different 
parts of the developing world.  In addition, the ITU’s membership base of 189 Member States 
and more than 650 Sector Members constitutes one of the most inclusive partnerships through 
which the private sector works alongside governments to provide digital opportunities.  This 
partnership is an important message for the Summit, and the ITU should be proud of this 
unique evolution of its membership. 
 
While the ITU’s assets have been recognized by the telecommunications community for many 
decades, it has yet to be acknowledged and valued to its full potential by the rest of the 
international community.  As the dialogue on Digital Divide becomes an important element of 
the discussions in many fora of influence including the UN General Assembly, G-8, UN ICT 
Task Force, World Economic Forum, OECD, APEC, etc., the ITU needs to continue to 
enlarge its circle of influence and gain more visibility by pro-actively and systematically 
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promoting its vision and its activities.  The Istanbul Action Plan, adopted at the recent 
WTDC-02, and incorporating a number of initiatives to help bridge the Digital Divide, is of 
particular significance.  Given the ITU’s limited resources, we believe the ITU should try to 
focus on priority areas where it excels and where it can clearly bring value-added, for instance 
in policy, regulatory and technical training related to communications infrastructure; 
international standards development; development of ICT indicators; promotion and 
implementation of Universal Access facilities, especially in rural areas; and assistance in 
spectrum management.  
 
With regard to the ITU financial arrangements for the WSIS, and taking into account Decision 
509 of the 2002 session of the Council, the following provisions are noted in particular: a) to 
include certain amounts within the draft Financial Plan 2004-2007 as an ITU contribution to 
the preparations for the Summit; b) to endorse the creation of a Special Trust Fund for the 
voluntary contributions in relation to the Summit, in response to the UNGA Resolution; and, 
c) to authorize the initial transfer of CHF 2.5 million to the Special Trust Fund from the 
Exhibition Working Capital Fund of amounts up to a total of CHF 5 million for each phase of 
the Summit, as an interest-free loan to meet the costs and the expenses of the Summit. On this 
basis, Canada offers the following remarks. 
 
As far as including certain amounts for the WSIS in the 2004-2007 Financial Plan, it would 
be important not to exceed the amounts identified in Decision 509 as part of the regular 
budget of the ITU.  It is anticipated in this regard that very difficult choices will need to be 
made by the Plenipotentiary Conference to balance income and expenditure in the Financial 
Plan while ensuring that priority activities in the Strategic Plan are properly financed. 
 
With respect to the transfer of amounts from the Exhibition Working Capital Fund, it is 
imperative in Canada's view that the integrity of the Telecom Surplus programme is 
maintained to provide the necessary financial support to projects in developing countries up to 
an amount of CHF 5 million per year.  This will be a difficult task, given the fact that the 
prospects for surpluses in the regional and global TELECOM events may no longer be 
feasible in the current economic environment and that, deficits are a real possibility.  In such 
cases, the Exhibition Working Capital Fund would be expected to balance such deficits. 
 
Under these circumstances, Canada urges Member States to provide voluntary contributions to 
ensure that the Summit is a success.  In this regard, Canada is considering making such a 
contribution in the very near future.  
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